
The Cathedral of the Holy Saviour in Ostrava



Dear visitor, 
Welcome to the cathedral of the Holy Saviour. We kindly to ask you to respect this place as a place 
devoted to peacufulness and contemplation.

The Cathedral of the Holy Saviour in Ostrava is the main church of the diocese of Ostrava and 
Opava. It can be found in Moravská Ostrava in the middle of Msgre (Monsignor) Šrámek’s Squa-
re. It was built during the years of 1883–1889 in the Neo-renaissance style, based on the plans  
of Gustav Meretta. The construction was lead by Clemens Hladisch, an architect from Ostrava, and 
the decorations of the interior were designed by Max von Ferstel. It was consecrated by the archbis-
hop of Olomouc, Theodor Kohn, on the 16th of July 1889. It became a cathedral when the diocese  
of Ostrava and Opava was established, which happened on the 30th of May 1996. When thinking 
about the future image of the church, its author Gustav Meretta was inspired by the papal basilica 
Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome.

The building of the cathedral is a three-aisled basicilica, ending with a half-round apse. The main 
aisle is 14 metres wide and 22 metres high, the lateral aisles are 7 metres wide and 10 metres 
high. The overall length of the building is 68 metres. Above the cathedral there are two symmetrical 
frontal towers that are 67 metres high. Up to 4000 people can be inside the cathedral at any one 
time. In the upper part of the lateral aisles, a ledge consisting of three parts can be found, held  
by twelve independently standing columns in the Ionic style made of sandstone. The vault of the 
main aisle is divided by pilasters in the Corinthian style.

In the lateral aisles of the cathedral you can also have a look at boards devoted to the eleven dea-
neries of the diocese of Ostrava and Opava and exhibits in showcases that are a part of  regularly 
changed expositions.

Now you can begin your visit in the clockwise direction and go to the left lateral aisle.  

The Stations of the Cross and the Consecrating Crosses
Now you are standing in the left lateral aisle of the Cathedral of the Holy Saviour. On the walls  
of this aisle, and the opposite lateral aisle, fourteen pictures of the stations of the cross are placed. 
The stations of the cross, sometimes called the Calvary due to the aim of the way, are a symbolic 
way that follows the events connected to the crucification of Jesus Christ. It involves his conviction 
by Pontius Pilate, carrying the cross along Via Dolorosa, and the crucification on a mountain called 
Golgota. 

The church got these stations of the cross in 1891 from the sculptural manufactory of Ferdi-
nand Stuflessera from the Tirolean village of St. Ulrich-Grodenu. You can find works of art by this  
exceptional sculptural family all over the world, similarly as the descendants of Ferdinand Stuflesser  
who passed down the exceptional skills from generation to generation and have been devoted  
to handicrafts until this day.

On the columns between the stations of the cross, so called consecrating crosses are painted.  
These crosses are a memory of the consecration of the church and their number refers to the num-
ber of the twelve apostles who were spreading the teaching of Jesus Christ. On these places the bis-
hop oiled the building with consecrated oil – so called chrism – when the church was being blessed.

Now let´s continue to the front of this aisle where two lateral altars can be found.



The Altar of Saint Wenceslaus and the Altar of the Holy Heart of the Lord
In front of the left side wall, you can see an altar dedicated to the patron saint of the original pa-
rish church of Moravská Ostrava, Saint Wenceslaus, a patron saint of the Czech people. A statue 
of Saint Wenceslaus is placed in the middle of the altar. The altar is completed with two significant 
figures of the history of the church.

On the right, you can see Saint Francis of Assisi, who significantly influenced the medieval church 
by his emphasis on a modest way of life. His example of life in asceticism and poverty was soon 
followed by many other men and so the Franciscan order was created that still has a many bro-
thers around the world today. Francis of Assisi later became the patron saint of ecology for his love  
of all that is created and he is also a patron saint of Italy.

On the left a statue of Saint Anthony of Padua is placed. He came from Portugal and became  
a well-known Franciscan monk, theologist and preacher. The catholic church proclaimed him saint 
in 1232 and a teacher of the church in 1946. Saint Anthony is asked for help when one loses  
something, and he is also a patron saint of women and children.

Under the statue of Saint Wenceslaus a replica of a popular statue, the Infant Jesus of Prague,  
is placed.

The second altar found in this aisle is an altar dedicated to the Holy Saviour with a dominant 
statue of the Holy Saviour together with the statues of two main patron saints of Moravia, Cyril 
and Methodius. The statue of the Holy Saviour was originally placed on the main altar above  
the present shrine with the relics of Saint Hedwig. 

On the 22 November 2015 the relics of John Paul II – Karol Wojtyla from nearby Polish Wadowice 
– were placed into the altar of the Holy Saviour.

After you have looked at this place, please continue to the main altar.

The Main Altar with the Relics of Saint Hedwig and the adoration Chapel.
In the 19th century there was an original pyx altar in the presbytary of the church whose author 
was a well-known architect from Vienna, Max von Ferstel. You can see what this altar looked like  
in a photo, placed on the information board by the entrance to the cathedral.

Today you can see a marble holy table in the front, that was consecrated on the 23 September 
1989 by the archbishop of Olomouc František Vaňák.

Behind this holy table a two-winged altar can be found with a marble mensa from a single piece of mar-
ble; the stone must have been brought from Romania, because no stones of such a great size could have 
been found in Czech quarries. The author of the altar was an architect from Prague Jaroslav Čermák, 
at the beginning of the 1960s. In the middle of the altar you can see a formerly used sanctuary with  
a canopy made of gilded copper sheets. Both wings of the main altar are covered by formidable 
paintings by Mikoláš Medek and Václav Boštík, with images from the Old and the New Testament. 
On the left wing you can see depiction of the events of the life of Jesus Christ and on the right 
wing their prototypes from the Old Testament. In front of the altar a seat of the bishop is placed –  

a so called cathedra, from where the bishop leads the service. By this placement of the seat the 
significance of the bishop’s function is emphasized, for he is the successor of the apostles and from 
the name of this seat – cathedra – even the word “cathedral“ is derived as a name for the main 
church of the bishop.

Since 1999 a glass shrine with the relics of saint Hedwig Silesia, the patron saint of Silesia and  
the diocese of Ostrava and Opava , has been placed on the main altar. 

The space of the presbytery is closed above your heads with the paintings by Josef Stalmach which 
are named “Worshipping the Sacrificied Lamb“. The author was inspired by the Revelation of the 
apostle John. The size of the painting is 2,5 x 12 metres and you can find 36 figures in it.

To the right of the main altar you can find a door to the adoration chapel, where the eucharist  
is placed. In the chapel there is a gypseous relief of Virgin Mary of Svatý Hostýn. It is a memory  
of the priest Josef Nejedlý who kneeled down in front of the main altar and prayed to  Virgin Mary 
of Svatý Hostýn during the war raid on Ostrava on the 29 of August 1944 and asked for the church 
not to be destroyed. The church was actually not directly harmed. The wooden sanctuary comes 
from the church of Saint Wenceslaus and was placed here after the reconstruction in 2015.

If you want to have a look at the adoration chapel, we kindly ask you to stay silent.

Then you can continue to the right lateral aisle of the church.



The altar of Virgin Mary of Lourdes and the Altar of Saint Prokopius
In the right lateral aisle you can see a statue of Virgin Mary of Lourdes, and Saint Bernadetta 
kneeling under her. On the sides there are statues of Saint Joseph and Saint Alois Gonzaga. 
These statues were a gift from local miners.

The statue of Virgin Mary of Lourdes, is a memory of the revelation to a plain girl Bernadetta 
Soubirous in the French town of Lourdes. This revelation has been approved by the church  
and its main point was a message for the people to pray and make atonement for the sinners. 

On the right you can see the last one of the four lateral altars – the altar of Saint Prokopius.

Saint Prokopius was the first abbot of the benedictine monastery at Sázava, in which Slavic 
services took place. He has been one of the Czech patron saints until today. In 1588, his relics 
were put into the church of All Saints at the Prague Castle. His main attribute is a handcuffed 
devil lying at his feet. Saint Prokopius is the patron saint of Bohemia, of miners, of farmers and 
of wine growers.

On the left of the altar you can see a statue of saint apostle Jude Thaddeus, Saint Florian,  
the patron saint of Ostrava, metallurgists and firemen.

Opposite this altar, one of two organs in this church can be found.

Organ and Baptistery
There are two organs in the cathedral. The one that you are just standing in front of was 
built by the Rieger brothers at the beginning of the twentieth century and it still works today.  
It‘s design is exceptional, for all the whistles are on four pillars under which the organist sits. 
The bellows and ventilators are placed under the organ table. Its sound is very appreciated and  
it often serves as an accompanying instrument for big symphonic pieces. 

The second big organ is placed in the gallery at the place of the original organ built by Jan Tuček 
between 1938 and 1939. This organ did not function very well and despite frequent mending, 
the instrument only worked for a few years and then became unusable. In June 1995 the opertu-
nity arose to buy a big whistle organ from Germany built in 1959 by a German company Fuhrer 
from Fridrichshaven. The instrument was originally in an evangelical church in Emden, and  
it had 42 sounding registers, three manuals, and drawer mechanical trackers. Václav Smolka, 
an organist from Krnov, made a new organ from it in September 1998 and it still functions 
today as well.

Close to the small organ is a baptistery made of red Hungarian marble with a wrought copper cover.  
In the baptistery, the consecrated water is kept and used for the baptisms of babies as well  
as adults. Being washed by this water symbolizes the forgiven sins and acceptance to the church. 



Dear visitor,
You have got to the end of the guided tour of the cathedral of the Holy Saviour in Moravská Ostra-
va, which is an important landmark, a testimony of the faith of the past and present generations 
of people from Ostrava, of art and of the technical skills of man.

We are glad that you have spent your time at the cathedral of the Holy Saviour in Ostrava.  
If you like, you can stay here for a while and enjoy the atmosphere of the cathedral.

When you are leaving the cathedral, you can notice one more thing – a tympanum above the main 
entrance that depicts the text of Matthew’s gospel “Come to Me, all you who are weary and heavy-
-laden, and I will give you rest.“

We hope that the cathedral of the Holy Saviour in Ostrava has become a place of rest  
for you. 


